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SOURCE: KFF analysis of the 2013, 2016 Current Population Survey, US Census Bureau.
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Key Characteristics of Non‐Group Market Before and Since ACA
Pre‐ACA*

Today

 Voluntary

•

Individual mandate

 Unsubsidized

•
•

Premium tax credit (APTC) for income 100%‐400% FPL
Cost sharing subsidies (CSR) for 100%‐250%

 Medically underwritten in most states
• Denial
• Rate surcharge
• Pre‐existing condition exclusions

•

Medical underwriting prohibited
• All products guaranteed issue
• Premiums community rated
• Prohibit pre‐existing condition exclusions

 Market highly segmented by risk
• Closed blocks
• Duration rating

•
•

All rates based on single risk pool, adjustments only for
age, geography, family size, tobacco use
Rate stabilization payments to insurers (risk adjustment,
reinsurance, risk corridors)

 Low medical loss ratios

•

Minimum MLR = 80% or rebate policyholders

 Covered benefits varied widely
• Mental health, maternity, Rx benefits
often excluded, limited
• Annual, lifetime limits applied

•
•
•

All policies cover Essential Health Benefits
Annual, lifetime dollar limits prohibited
Narrow network plans more prevalent

 Cost sharing varied widely, often high

•
•
•

4 cost sharing levels (bronze, silver, gold, platinum)
Maximum OOP limit of $7,150 in 2017
Cost sharing high, reduced for CSR eligible individuals

 Limited consumer information

•

Marketplace displays all plans, free consumer assistance

*State regulation of non‐group market prior to 2014 varied and some states adopted stricter rules. See
http://kff.org/state‐category/health‐insurance‐managed‐care/protections‐in‐individual‐insurance‐markets‐pre‐aca/
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Transition to new business model posed challenges for
many insurers
• 2014 Marketplace premiums were about 20% lower than CBO had projected
– Difficult for insurers to price accurately absent experience with new risk pool
participants, new competitors
– Some insurers priced aggressively to gain early market share
• ACA premium stabilization programs didn’t operate as expected
– Risk corridors paid 12.6% of what insurers claimed in 2014
– Reinsurance program paid 55% of what insurers claimed in 2015
• Concerns about strength of individual mandate, adequacy of subsidies
• Technical problems with marketplace web sites in early years
• Other challenges to competition in certain areas
– Rural counties with sparse population
– In Medicaid non‐expansion states, marketplace participants have much lower
income and average risk scores are higher
– In states that extended “grandmothered” policies, many healthy individuals have
yet to join ACA compliant plans, raising average risk scores
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Insurer Marketplace Participation by County in 2017

Source: Kaiser Family Foundation analysis of data from the 2017 QHP Landscape file released by healthcare.gov on October 24,
2016. Note: We define the number of insurers in a single county as the number of insurers (grouped by parent company or group
affiliation) that offer at least one silver plan in the county. For states that do not use healthcare.gov in 2017, insurer participation is
estimated based on information gathered from state exchange websites, insurer press releases, and media reports as of August
26, 2016. States that do not use healthcare.gov in 2017 are: California, Colorado, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Idaho,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont, and Washington. See the interactive map here:
https://public.tableau.com/profile/kaiser.family.foundation#!/vizhome/InsurerParticipationinthe2017IndividualMarketplace/2017I
nsurerParticipation
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Average Individual Market Gross Margins Per Member Per
Month, 2011 ‐ 2016
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At this crossroad, uncertainty about the future is challenge
facing all insurers
• Will cost sharing reduction (CSR) payments continue?
– Estimated cost is $7 billion in 2017, $10 billion in 2018
– To recoup losses and remain in marketplace, insurers would need to increase
premiums 19%

• Will the individual mandate be enforced?
– Weakening of mandate reduces number of people who buy coverage, and
changes risk profile of people who buy coverage
– CBO estimates repeal of mandate, alone, could increase premiums 20‐25%

• How will future Open Enrollment Periods be conducted?
– Administration cancelled outreach, advertising for final days of OE4
– OE5 will be shortened from 12 weeks to 6 weeks
– ACA described as a “horrible health care,” “collapsing,” “a disaster”
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How might market transform again under repeal‐replace?
Under American Health Care Act (HR 1628, with MacArthur amendment):
•
•

Individual mandate repealed immediately
Federal financial assistance significantly reduced
– Nongroup subsidies reduced $310 billion/10 years
– Federal Medicaid spending reduced $890 billion/10 years

•

Nongroup market reforms largely retained
– Age rating bands increased to 5:1
– Late enrollment penalty or State option to waive community rating

•

Minimum plan coverage standards relaxed
– EHB retained, with state option to change or waive
– AV standards repealed, annual OOP max retained; annual deductibles >$5,000 likely

•

New Patient Stability Grant Program ($130 billion/10 years)
–
–
–
–

•

$15 billion earmarked for federal reinsurance (invisible high risk program)
$15 billion earmarked for maternity/mental health/substance abuse services
$100 billion for high‐risk pools, reinsurance, cost sharing help, other options
Additional funding for high‐risk pools ($8 billion/5 years)??

Repeal‐replace timing, ultimate outcome, remains uncertain
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